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05
Protective 
Easy Clean 
Screens

Manufactured from 5mm clear 
acrylic sheet, these screens 
maintain light transmission and 
the open feel of the modern 
workplace, whilst providing 
a protective physical barrier 
between colleagues.

06
Protective Add 
On Screens

A range of frame-less ‘Toppers’, 
this range can be quickly and 
easily secured to all of TC’s 
existing screen products, and 
subsequently removed without 
damaging either the screen 
or desktop to which they have 
been secured.

07
Free-standing 
Acrylic 
Screens

These free-standing protective 
screens are practical divider 
panels for desks or tables, with 
a cut-out option, perfect for 
passing documents and  
small items.

08
Frosted 
Acrylic Desk 
Screens

Constructed from 5mm 
frosted perspex panels these 
screens have been consciously 
conceived to reflect the latest 
trends in office furniture.

11
Mobile 
Screens

Our range of mobile screens 
for the office, that provides a 
flexible yet functional solution 
for when you need to section  
off areas or for other  
commercial uses.

12
Magnum & 
Floor-standing 
Screens

Magnum screens are strong, 
durable and constructed 
from fire-retardant materials. 
Currently available in both blue 
and black finishes, with a white 
trim as standard.
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Transparent 
Protective 
Screens

We offer a range of 
transparent perspex 
screens made of  
acrylic sheet. These 
perspex screens act 
as protective shielding 
between colleagues  
and co-workers.
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Manufactured from 5mm clear acrylic sheet, 
these screens maintain light transmission 
and the open feel of the modern workplace, 
whilst providing a protective physical barrier 
between colleagues.

A range of frame-less screen ‘Toppers’, this 
range can be quickly and easily secured 
to all of TC’s existing screen products, and 
subsequently removed without damaging 
either the screen or desktop to which they 
have been secured.

Return Screens*

COVRT085R 
(w)800x(h)750mm - £200.00

COVRT095R
(w)900x(h)750mm - £200.00

COVRT105R
(w)1000x(h)750mm - £201.00

Desk Mounted Screens**

COVSP0874
(w)790x(h)740mm - £162.00

COVSP1074
(w)990x(h)740mm - £163.00

COVSP1274
(w)1190x(h)740mm - £202.00

COVSP1474
(w)1390x(h)740mm - £272.00

COVSP1574
(w)1490x(h)740mm - £273.00

COVSP1674
(w)1590x(h)740mm - £273.00

COVSP1874
(w)1790x(h)740mm - £279.00

COVSP2074
(w)1990x(h)740mm - £283.00

Screen Topper

COVTP0804
(w)795x(h)398mm - £104.00

COVTP1004
(w)995x(h)398mm - £113.00

COVTP1204
(w)1195x(h)398mm - £133.00

COVTP1404
(w)1395x(h)398mm - £143.00

COVTP1504
(w)1495x(h)398mm - £182.00

COVTP1604
(w)1595x(h)398mm - £183.00

COVTP1804
(w)1795x(h)398mm - £185.00

COVTP2004
(w)1995x(h)398mm - £197.00
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Return Screen Bracket

Screen Clamp (Left or Right Handed)
COVRT[LH/RH]BKT - £32.00

Surface Mount:
COVRTSUBKT - £27.00

4 Way Post

COVSBKT4  - £16.00

Screen Brackets

Single Desk: 
COVSPDSKBKT - £20.00

Bench Desk: 
COVSPBENBKT - £20.00

Cosy Bracket x2

COVSBKT2 - £35.00

Lyle & Echo Bracket x2

COVSBKT1 - £34.00

Tool-rail Bracket x2

COVSBKT3 - £42.00

Extends beyond desktop 
to protect user.

Multiple clamp options for 
use on single and bench 
desks.

740mm height provides 
maximum protection

Attaches to existing 
screens without causing 
damage.

Creates additional height, 
without reduced visibility

Clear Clear

* For Return Screens order 
1x COVRT[LH/RH]BKT & 1x 
COVRTSUBKT per screen

** For Desk Mounted Screens 
please order 2 x Screen 
Brackets per screen
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These free-standing 
protective screens are 
practical divider panels for 
desks or tables.

Ideal for providing hygienic, 
semi-private working areas 
especially when used with 
bench desks, stopping the 
transmission of airborne 
bacteria / viruses, whilst 
still allowing for visibility of 
colleagues.

Key Features

- Stabilising feet included
- Made from 4mm transparent 
  cast acrylic
- 5 different widths available
- Radius corners
- Perfect for desks, meeting 
  rooms & reception areas

Free-standing Meeting Table 
Screens With Cut Out

COVFS6050
(w)600x(h)500mm - £120.00

COVFS7860
(w)780x(h)600mm - £135.00

COVFS1060
(w)1000x(h)600mm - £170.00

Rectangular Screens - 380mm

TKDMSACS0738UN
(w)700x(h)380mm - £142.00

TKDMSACS0938UN
(w)900x(h)380mm - £163.00

TKDMSACS1138UN
(w)1100x(h)380mm - £195.00

TKDMSACS1338UN
(w)1300x(h)380mm - £208.00

TKDMSACS1538UN
(w)1500x(h)380mm - £239.00

TKDMSACS1738UN
(w)1700x(h)380mm - £260.00

Wave Screens

TKDMSACW0738UN
(w)700x(h)380mm - £142.00

TKDMSACW0938UN
(w)900x(h)380mm - £163.00

TKDMSACW1138UN
(w)1100x(h)380mm - £195.00

TKDMSACW1338UN
(w)1300x(h)380mm - £208.00

TKDMSACW1538UN
(w)1500x(h)380mm - £239.00

TKDMSACW1738UN
(w)1700x(h)380mm - £260.00

Desk Bracket

COVSPDSKBKT  
£20.00

Arc Screens

TKDMSACA0738UN
(w)700x(h)380mm - £142.00

TKDMSACA0938UN
(w)900x(h)380mm - £163.00

TKDMSACA1138UN
(w)1100x(h)380mm - £195.00

TKDMSACA1338UN
(w)1300x(h)380mm - £208.00

TKDMSACA1538UN
(w)1500x(h)380mm - £239.00

TKDMSACA1738UN
(w)1700x(h)380mm - £260.00

Available in 6 frosted 
finishes with a 
flame-polished edge.

Bench Bracket

COVSPBENBKT 
£20.00

5mm screen 
thickness.

Attach to bench and 
single desks easily.

Purple Red Slate Green Blue WhiteClear

Free-standing Return Screens 
Without Cut Out

COVFS1070
(w)1000x(h)700mm - £180.00
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Rectangular Screens - 280mm

TKDMSACS0728UN
(w)700x(h)280mm - £120.00

TKDMSACS0928UN
(w)900x(h)280mm - £134.00

TKDMSACS1128UN
(w)1100x(h)280mm - £163.00

TKDMSACS1328UN
(w)1300x(h)280mm - £171.00

TKDMSACS1528UN
(w)1500x(h)280mm - £197.00

TKDMSACS1728UN
(w)1700x(h)280mm - £208.00

Free-standing Desk Screens 
Without Cut Out

COVFS1270
(w)1200x(h)700mm - £215.00

COVFS1470
(w)1400x(h)700mm - £250.00

COVF1670
(w)1600x(h)700mm - £280.00
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Floor Standing 
and Mobile 
Screens

Screens for privacy, 
comfort and increased 
productivity. All of our 
high quality screens 
offer enhanced privacy, 
and a physical barrier 
between colleagues, so 
that each worker has 
their own space.
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11 Mobile Screens Magnum Screens 12

Single Tool-rail Mobile Screen

TKT1SKT0815UN 
(w)800x(h)1500 - £543.00

TKT1SKT1015UN 
(w)1000x(h)1500 - £621.00

TKT1SKT0818UN 
(w)800x(h)1800 - £558.00

TKT1SKT1018UN 
(w)1000x(h)1800 - £646.00

Triple Tool-rail Mobile Screen

TKT2SKT0815UN 
(w)800 x (h)1500 - £558.00

TKT2SKT1015UN
(w)1000 x (h)1500 - £621.00

TKT2SKT0818UN 
(w)800 x (h)1800 - £573.00

TKT2SKT1018UN
(w)1000 x (h)1800 - £662.00

Half Glazed Mobile Screen

TKT3SKT0815UN 
(w)800 x (h)1500 - £558.00

TKT3SKT1015UN
(w)1000 x (h)1500 - £621.00

TKT3SKT0818UN 
(w)800 x (h)1800 - £573.00

TKT3SKT1018UN
(w)1000 x (h)1800 - £662.00

Fully Glazed Mobile Screen

TKT4SKT0815UN 
(w)800 x (h)1500 - £558.00

TKT4SKT1015UN
(w)1000 x (h)1500 - £621.00

TKT4SKT0818UN 
(w)800 x (h)1800 - £573.00

TKT4SKT1018UN
(w)1000 x (h)1800 - £662.00

Floor Standing
FST1212S 
(w)1200x(h)1200mm - £209.00

FST1216S
(w)1200x(h)1600mm - £234.00

FST1218S
(w)1200x(h)1800mm - £260.00

FST1412S
(w)1400x(h)1200mm - £234.00

FST1416S
(w)1400x(h)1600mm - £260.00

FST1418S
(w)1400x(h)1800mm - £285.00

FST1618S
(w)1600x(h)1200mm - £260.00

FST1616S
(w)1600x(h)1600mm - £285.00

FST1618S
(w)1600x(h)1800mm - £311.00

Desk Mounted Screens*

DMS1200S
(w)1200x(h)400mm - £91.00

DMS1400S
(w)1400x(h)400mm - £101.00

DMS1600S
(w)1600x(h)400mm - £111.00

DMS1800S
(w)1800x(h)400mm - £121.00

* Desk clamps are included

Magnum screens are strong, durable and 
constructed from fire-retardant materials. 
Currently available in both blue and black 
finishes, with a white trim as standard.

The free-standing screens feature a tough 
PVC side trim, and stand on robust legs for 
excellent stability - the perfect solution for 
easily dividing an office. Available in three 
heights and widths from stock, they can 
be used together to create an impromptu 
meeting space, or enhance privacy in a 
crowded office.

The desk screens provide a stylish and 
practical way to divide up a bank of 
workstations. Available in four widths and 
with desk clamps included. Magnum desk 
screens are particularly useful in a busy and 
noisy office environment, to absorb sound and 
increase privacy.

Blue Black

FABRIC FINISH  //  FRAME FINISH

// Silver White
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13 Single Toolrail Floor-standing 
Screens

Triple Toolrail Floor-standing 
Screens

14

Dimensions RRP
W H

TKFST1Z0810UN 800 1125 £337.00

TKFST1Z1010UN 1000 1125 £388.00

TKFST1Z1210UN 1200 1125 £388.00

TKFST1Z1410UN 1400 1125 £415.00

TKFST1Z1610UN 1600 1125 £415.00

TKFST1Z1810UN 1800 1125 £440.00

TKFST1Z0812UN 800 1200 £337.00

TKFST1Z1012UN 1000 1200 £388.00

TKFST1Z1212UN 1200 1200 £388.00

TKFST1Z1412UN 1400 1200 £415.00

TKFST1Z1612UN 1600 1200 £415.00

TKFST1Z1812UN 1800 1200 £466.00

Dimensions RRP
W H

TKFST1Z0815UN 800 1500 £362.00

TKFST1Z1015UN 1000 1500 £415.00

TKFST1Z1215UN 1200 1500 £415.00

TKFST1Z1415UN 1400 1500 £440.00

TKFST1Z1615UN 1600 1500 £440.00

TKFST1Z1815UN 1800 1500 £491.00

TKFST1Z0818UN 800 1800 £415.00

TKFST1Z1018UN 1000 1800 £440.00

TKFST1Z1218UN 1200 1800 £440.00

TKFST1Z1418UN 1400 1800 £466.00

TKFST1Z1618UN 1600 1800 £466.00

TKFST2ZDFOOT - Delta foot (each) £33.00

Dimensions RRP
W H

TKFST2Z0810UN 800 1125 £352.00

TKFST2Z1010UN 1000 1125 £404.00

TKFST2Z1210UN 1200 1125 £404.00

TKFST2Z1410UN 1400 1125 £456.00

TKFST2Z1610UN 1600 1125 £456.00

TKFST2Z1810UN 1800 1125 £476.00

TKFST2ZDFOOT - Delta foot (each) £33.00

- 30mm screen thickness
- Robust aluminium extruded frame
- Fully upholstered in fire retardant fabric
- Straight top screen profile
- Integral linking strip
- Superior build quality
- Lightweight construction
- Stabilising foot available
- Frame available in white or silver

FABRIC FINISH  //  FRAME FINISH

// Silver White

FABRIC FINISH  //  FRAME FINISH

// Silver White
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- 30mm screen thickness
- Robust aluminium extruded frame
- Fully upholstered in fire retardant fabric
- Straight top screen profile
- Integral linking strip
- Superior build quality
- Lightweight construction
- Stabilising foot available
- Frame available in white or silver
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